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Fit & Function _
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A lot of bicycle companies
spend all their time developing prototype show
machines that get front covers but never get made or
even ridden _ as riders and
not inventors, lifetime bike
biz folks and not ego-heads,
weÕve always felt the bikes
we make for RippinÕ Around
are probably the most
important bikes to build
perfectly _ You will not find
our bikes competing in the
lowest price categories in
your local shop, because
there are some corners that
just shouldnÕt be cut _
Rather than adopting a
mass market mentality and
building bikes for the lowest
common denominator, we
take great pride in adapting
all the important Kona features to every single mountain bike we make _
One more thing that you
will appreciate when it
comes time to get fitted on
the perfect size bike for you
_ Kona size range is among
the widest in the bike biz _
Just about every bike is
made in 14" frame size,
which allows riders as
young as 8 to fit on a fullsize wheel bike _ We also
make tighter increments in
sizing, with up to 7 sizes in
every model _

dewey
dewey tough
tough guy _
primo
primo bassball
bassb
ba
ssball
all cap _
air time wind vest
vest _
ve
big time shorts
shorts _
short
primo
primo socks
socks

kkona
ona beer
beer pitcher
pitcher _ 64
64 ounce
heavy-duty
heavy-duty glass
glass – kona
kona pint
pint
glass
glass _ 16 ounce heavy-duty
heavy-duty
us glass
glass

Another completely re-vamped Kona original
model _ Kona 7005 Butted Aluminum _ Insync
266 Suspension fork with adjusters _ Completely
true to the philosophy of a Genuine Kona ride _

Hahanna Hot in Hawaiian _ Kona Classic
steel machine for solid recreational and transport
fun _ Shimano Rapidfire shifting _ Precise and
strong Project Two fork for a balanced ride _ Top
notch Hutchinson Cameleon tires roll smooth and
steady on the street and mountain trails _

rippin’ around
Jimmy Lean _Ł
Wind Jacket
Jacket _
Big Time Shorts
Shorts _
Short

RippinÕÕ Around never felt so Good! _ Features of
Rippin
a Classic Kona Hardtail with a Lightweight
Aluminum Butted Frame _ Three Inch Travel
Insync 327 Fork with Compression Damping _
Shimano Rapidfire Shifting _ Strong and Lively
Wheels with Tioga Factory tires & UB Finish
Mavic rims _

NanoÕÕs name and Hawaiian Legend
Nano
NanoÕs
of Fire _ Beautiful Kona Aluminum frame
for a young riderÕ
rider
riderÕs
Õs first off-road
experience _ Easy Grip Shift gearing _ Low
maintenance RST Omni Elastomer Fork _
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